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(57) ABSTRACT 

In accordance With the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, excess poWer is distributed to certain streams in 
order to increase the stream’s signal quality, and thus, its 
encoding rate. Although certain streams Will have their 
overall poWer, and thus their signal quality reduced, in the 

(21) Appl, No,: 10/197,382 preferred embodiment of the present invention the reduction 
in signal quality is limited so that the encoding rate for these 

(22) Filed: Jul. 17, 2002 streams remains unchanged. 
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ADAPTIVE MODULATION/CODING AND POWER 
ALLOCATION SYSTEM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates generally to commu 
nication systems and in particular, to adaptive modulation/ 
coding and power allocation in such communication sys 
tems. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] In order to increase the throughput of a link Within 
a communication system, it has been proposed to utiliZe 
multistream transmission techniques With spatial multiplex 
ing. In its simplest sense, multistream transmission can be 
thought of as the transmission of multiple data streams from 
a single transmitter source, using multiple transmit antennas, 
to a single receiver, using multiple receive antennas. Each 
data stream is transmitted utiliZing the same channel 
resource (e.g., frequency/timeslot/code) and can be distin 
guished by the receiver due to the fact that the antennas are 
separated spatially at both the transmitter and the receiver. 
The receiver combines the signals from the multiple receive 
antennas to reconstruct the transmitted multistream data. 
Additionally, multistream methods can be combined With 
feedback from the receiver to the transmitter so that adjust 
ments can be made for changing channel conditions. 

[0003] It has been proposed to utiliZe stream-level adap 
tive modulation and coding (AMC) and stream-level poWer 
control techniques along With multistream transmission to 
further improve link performance. With stream-level poWer 
control (simply referred from noW on as ‘poWer control’), 
the poWer of a transmitted stream is adjusted to some target 
poWer in order to meet a target signal-to-interference-plus 
noise ratio, S/(I+N), at the receiver. (S/(I+N) is provided via 
feedback from the receiver). With stream-level AMC (sim 
ply referred from noW on as ‘AMC’), the modulation and 
coding format of a stream is changed to match the current 
received signal quality (S/(I+N)). In a system With AMC 
along With multistream transmission, streams With high 
S/(I+N) are typically assigned higher-order modulations and 
high code rates (e.g., 64-QAM With rate-3/4 convolutional 
coding), With the modulation-order and/or the code rate 
decreasing as S/(I+N) decreases. In a system With AMC 
combined With poWer control along With multistream trans 
mission, streams With high S/(I+N) are typically assigned 
higher poWer along With higher-order modulations and high 
code rates, With the poWer level, the modulation-order 
and/or the code rate decreasing as S/(I+N) decreases. The 
total available link poWer is usually distributed across 
streams in order to match or approximate a Water-?lling 
distribution. 

[0004] Unfortunately, current AMC and poWer-control 
methods fail to make ef?cient use of poWer-control tech 
niques to alloW for the highest combined data throughput 
over the various streams utiliZed by the receiver. More 
particularly, a number of streams may not have suf?cient 
poWer to support higher code rates While other streams may 
be utiliZing more poWer than is necessary to support the 
higher code rates. Accordingly, there is a need for AMC and 
poWer allocation Which makes make ef?cient use of poWer 
control techniques to alloW for the highest combined data 
throughput over the various streams utiliZed by a receiver. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0005] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a communication 
system in accordance With the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates AMC and poWer control in 
accordance With the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0007] FIG. 3 illustrates AMC and poWer control in 
accordance With the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0008] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a transmitter in 
accordance With the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0009] FIG. 5 is a How chart shoWing operation of the 
communication system of FIG. 1 in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] In order to address the above-mentioned need, a 
multistream AMC and poWer allocation system is provided 
herein. In accordance With the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, eXcess poWer is distributed to certain 
streams of a link in order to increase the stream’s signal 
quality, and thus, its encoding rate. Although certain streams 
Will have their overall poWer, and thus their signal quality 
reduced, in the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion the reduction in signal quality is limited so that the 
encoding rate for these streams remains unchanged. It 
should be noted that although in the preferred embodiment 
of the present invention “encoding rate” refers to a channel 
coding rate combined With a modulation rate (‘modulation 
and coding rate’), hoWever in alternate embodiments of the 
present invention “encoding rate” may not include the 
modulation rate, or may also include a spreading factor or a 
repetition factor. (Modulation rate refers to the number of 
channel bits that are represented per modulation symbol. For 
eXample, QPSK modulation represents 2 bits per symbol, 
and 16 QAM modulation represents 4 bits per symbol). 

[0011] In a communication system Where multiple data 
streams are transmitted to a single user, a method for 

adaptive modulation/coding and poWer allocation, the 
present invention encompasses a method comprising the 
steps of transmitting a ?rst data stream to the user, Wherein 
the ?rst data stream has a ?rst encoding rate and a ?rst poWer 
level, and transmitting a second data stream to the user, 
Wherein the second data stream has a second encoding rate 
and a second poWer level. An eXcess poWer is determined for 
the ?rst data stream, Wherein the eXcess poWer comprises a 
reduction in poWer that the ?rst data stream can undergo 
While still maintaining the ?rst encoding rate, and the ?rst 
poWer level is reduced for the ?rst data stream While 
maintaining the ?rst encoding rate for the ?rst data stream. 
Finally, the second poWer level is increased for the second 
data stream While increasing the second encoding rate for 
the second data stream. 

[0012] The present invention additionally encompasses a 
method comprising the steps of transmitting a ?rst data 
stream to the user, Wherein the ?rst data stream has a ?rst 
encoding rate and a ?rst quality level, transmitting a second 
data stream to the user, Wherein the second data stream has 
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a second encoding rate and a second quality level, and 
determining an excess quality for the ?rst data stream, 
Wherein the excess quality comprises a reduction in quality 
that the ?rst data stream can undergo While still maintaining 
the ?rst encoding rate. The ?rst quality level for the ?rst data 
stream is reduced While maintaining the ?rst encoding rate 
for the ?rst data stream, and the second quality level is 
increased for the second data stream While increasing the 
second encoding rate for the second data stream. 

[0013] The present invention encompasses an apparatus. 
The apparatus comprises a ?rst transmitter outputting a ?rst 
data stream to a user, Wherein the ?rst data stream has a ?rst 
encoding rate and a ?rst poWer level, a second transmitter 
outputting a second data stream to the user, Wherein the 
second data stream has a second encoding rate and a second 
poWer level, and a logic unit determining an excess poWer 
for the ?rst data stream, Wherein the excess poWer comprises 
a reduction in poWer that the ?rst data stream can undergo 
While still maintaining the ?rst encoding rate. The apparatus 
additionally comprises a poWer distribution unit reducing 
the ?rst poWer level for the ?rst data stream and maintaining 
the ?rst encoding rate for the ?rst data stream While increas 
ing the second poWer level for the second data stream and 
increasing the second encoding rate for the second data 
stream. 

[0014] Turning noW to the draWings, Wherein like numer 
als designate like components, FIG. 1 is a block diagram of 
communication system 100 in accordance With the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. In the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention communication system 
utiliZes a Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technique 
as described in G. J. Foschini and M. J. Gans, “On limits of 
Wireless communications in a fading environment When 
using multiple antennas”, Wireless Personal Commun., vol. 
6, pp. 311-335, March 1998. With such a system the 
transmission of multiple data streams 103-105 are transmit 
ted to a single user over multiple antennas. In a ?rst 
embodiment each stream is transmitted via a different 
antenna, and in a second embodiment each stream is dis 
tributed across all antennas, With a different complex Weight 
on each antenna, Where the Weighted streams are summed on 
each antenna prior to transmission. As is knoWn in the art, 
the combination of the streams being transmitted to a user is 
referred to as a link. Additionally, although communication 
system 100 is shoWn as a Wireless communication system, 
it should be understood that the present invention may be 
advantageously implemented in any communication system 
With multiple signal paths betWeen a transmitter and a 
receiver. 

[0015] As discussed above, each data stream 103-105 is 
transmitted utiliZing the same channel resource (e.g., fre 
quency/timeslot/code) and can be distinguished by receiver 
102 due to the fact that the transmitter’s antennas are 
spatially separated. Each stream is assigned a modulation/ 
coding rate from a ?nite set of rates, With the total poWer 
output for the streams being held constant. The modulation/ 
coding rate determines the encoding rate of the stream. Each 
antenna on receiver 102 receives a combination of streams 
103-105 and receiver 102 combines signals from the mul 
tiple receive antennas to recover streams 103-105 and recon 
struct the transmitted data. 

[0016] As discussed above prior-art techniques utiliZing 
poWer control along With AMC are inef?cient in that a 
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number of streams may not have suf?cient poWer to support 
higher code rates While other streams may be utiliZing more 
poWer than is necessary to support the higher code rates. 
This is illustrated in FIG. 2 shoWing alloWable encoding 
rates as a function of signal quality. As is evident, as the 
signal quality increases, higher encoding rates can be uti 
liZed. FIG. 2 also illustrates the inefficiencies of prior-art 
per-stream poWer control/encoding. As is evident, the sec 
ond data stream is operating at a much higher signal quality 
than is necessary to maintain its encoding rate, While the ?rst 
data stream is just short of achieving the necessary signal 
quality to boost its encoding rate. 

[0017] In order to address this issue, in the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention excess poWer is dis 
tributed to certain streams in order to increase the stream’s 
signal quality, and thus, its encoding rate. Although certain 
streams Will have their overall poWer, and thus their signal 
quality, reduced, in the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention the reduction in signal quality is limited so that the 
encoding rate for the stream remains unchanged. This is 
illustrated in FIG. 3. 

[0018] As shoWn in FIG. 3, the signal quality of the 
second received data stream has been reduced (by decreas 
ing the transmit poWer) While the signal quality of the ?rst 
data stream has been increased (by increasing the transmit 
poWer). In the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion the total link poWer (PM) transmitted to the receiver has 
remained unchanged, yet the total link data rate has 
increased due to the fact that the ?rst data stream can noW 
operate utiliZing the higher encoding rate. Thus, in accor 
dance With the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion, each stream 103-105 is assigned a modulation/coding 
rate (MCR) from a ?nite set of rates along With a poWer level 
P1. Each stream is assigned the highest MCR from this ?nite 
set that can be supported, given its C/I value. HoWever, some 
transmit poWer (excess poWer) is Wasted on excess stream 
margin Whenever the C/I of a stream is higher than the 
minimum C/I required for the assigned MCR. 

[0019] In the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion the prior-art is improved upon by distributing any such 
excess poWer to certain streams in order to increase the 
streams encoding rate While maintaining the encoding rate 
for streams having their poWer reduced. Additionally, 
throughout the above procedure the total link poWer output 
for the N data streams, 

[0020] is held to a constant value, Where P1 is the poWer 
output for the ith data stream. By keeping the total link 
poWer output constant, the amount of co-channel interfer 
ence that the transmitter causes (in a cellular communication 
system With frequency reuse, for example) is not increased, 
even though the transmitted data rate has been increased. 

[0021] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a transmitter 101 in 
accordance With the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. As shoWn, transmitter 101 comprises logic unit 
414, stream signal quality unit 420, MCR unit 416, link 
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transmit power distribution unit 412, and transmission cir 
cuitry 408. Logic unit 414 adaptively controls resource 
allocation to data streams 103-105 transmitted to receiver 
102. In particular, logic unit 414 controls transmit poWer 
allocated to each of the data streams (via poWer unit 412) 
along With the encoding rate for each link (via MCR unit 
416). Although transmission circuitry 408 is shoWn as a 
single transmitting unit, one of ordinary skill in the art Will 
recogniZe that transmission circuitry 408 typically com 
prises multiple transmitters for transmission purposes. 

[0022] Operation of transmitter 101 in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention occurs as 
folloWs: Logic unit 414 originally instructs poWer distribu 
tion unit 412 to transmit utiliZing the same poWer level for 
all N doWnlink streams. Stream signal quality unit 420 then 
provides a quality feedback for each of the N streams. Logic 
unit 414 accesses stream signal quality unit 420 to obtain the 
stream quality for the N doWnlink signals being transmitted 
to the receiver. Logic unit 414 then calculates a maximum 
encoding rate for each stream based on the quality feedback 
(typically a quantized S/(I+N) or a desired modulation/ 
coding rate), and instructs MCR unit 416 to utiliZe the best 
MCR the stream can support for each stream. 

[0023] It should be noted that in an alternate embodiment, 
each stream may initially utiliZe differing encoding rates 
based on its doWnlink quality. In this embodiment the 
receiver initially measures channel characteristics based on 
pilot symbols, and feeds back the information (typically a 
quantized S/(I+N) or a desired modulation/coding rate) to 
the transmitter. The transmitter can then perform the AMC 
and poWer allocation based on the measured channel char 
acteristics. 

[0024] Continuing, logic unit 414 then determines excess 
poWer for the doWnlink transmission. As discussed above, 
the excess poWer for the doWnlink transmission comprises a 
total decrease in poWer that the transmissions may undergo 
Without changing the encoding rates for the doWnlink 
streams. Once the excess poWer has been determined, logic 
unit 414 instructs poWer distribution unit 412 to decrease the 
poWer of individual streams While increasing the poWer of 
others. Simultaneously, logic unit 414 instructs MCR unit 
416 to increase the encoding rate of streams having their 
poWer increased. 

[0025] FIG. 5 is a How chart shoWing operation of the 
communication system of FIG. 1 in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. For purposes 
of this example it is assumed that there are six discrete rates 
or MCRs, each With an associated modulation format, code 
rate, and rate index j. The rate index is an integer greater than 
or equal to 1, Where the minimum MCR is assigned rate 
index 1, the next larger MCR is assigned rate index 2, and 
so forth. The total number of MCRs is denoted as J (note that 
J =6 for this embodiment). Each MCR is obtained from the 
combination of the modulation format and the coding rate. 
As discussed above, each MCR has an associated minimum 
signal quality that is necessary to support the particular 
MCR. For example, if the signal quality is speci?ed as a 
carrier to interference (C/I) ratio, then (p1- denotes the mini 
mum required C/I to support the MCR With rate index j. In 
this case, the ith stream can be assigned the MCR With rate 
index j if ¢j§(C/I)1<q)j+1. Table 1 illustrates various modu 
lation rates that can be utiliZed. Note that the signal quality 
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thresholds can vary over time, because of different channel 

conditions, or changing QoS requirements for the data 
streams. Note also that it is very possible that the signal 
quality of a stream is beloW the minimum threshold to be 
assigned an MCR. In that case, no data is sent on this data 
stream. 

TABLE 1 

Example set of modulation formats and channel code rates, Which 
provide a set of discrete encoding rates. 

Encoding Rate: 
(Information Bits/ 

Modulation Format Code Rate Symbol, or MCR) Rate Index (or MCR index) 

1 QPSK 3A6 0.375 
2 QPSK 3/2 0.75 
3 QPSK % 1.5 
4 16-QAM % 3 
5 64-QAM % 4.5 
6 64-QAM Uncoded 6 

[0026] The logic ?oW begins at step 501 Where transmis 
sion circuitry 408 is actively transmitting N doWnlink data 
streams to an individual receiver. In particular, at least a ?rst 
and a second data stream is transmitted to a user, Where the 
?rst and the second data stream have a ?rst and second 
encoding rate and a ?rst and second poWer level, respec 
tively. As discussed above, the total link poWer PM for the 
doWnlink transmissions to the receiver is held constant. For 
each stream, a minimum transmit poWer PLrnin needed to 
achieve a minimum C/I for each link’s rate index j is 
determined at step 503. In this example, data stream i needs 
a minimum transmit poWer of: 

ii o 
N (C/I); 

[0027] to support rate index j, Where (p1- is the loWest C/I 
(linear scale) Which can support rate index j. 

[0028] At step 505, logic unit 414 accesses stream signal 
quality unit 420 to determine stream quality (in this example 
C/I) for each doWnlink stream and based on the stream 
quality logic unit 414 calculates an excess transmit poWer L1 
for each stream (step 507). The excess transmit poWer 
(quality) L1 is determined for each stream as a difference 
betWeen the actual stream transmit poWer and the minimum 
stream transmit poWer P1)rnin needed to maintain the current 
encoding rate j. The excess transmit poWer L1 of a single 
stream i is given by equation (3), Where 

L": W 1- (0/1). 

[0029] If the signal quality on a stream is too loW to be 
assigned a MCR, all the poWer assigned to this stream is 
excess poWer, so that the excess transmit poWer Li of a single 
stream i is given by equation (4), Where 
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(4) 

[0030] At step 509 logic unit 414 determines a total 
amount of excess power (PXS) available, Where 

[0031] If there is excess transmit power available, at step 
511 the total transmit poWer PM is distributed among the 
individual streams as discussed above. In particular some 
streams that have excess poWer Will have their poWer 
reduced While maintaining their encoding rates. The excess 
poWer Will be allocated to those data streams that Will be 
able to increase their encoding rates With the excess poWer 
allocated to them. One Way to accomplish this Would be to 
loWer all streams to their loWest alloWable poWer level P1)rnin 
and then use the remaining poWer (PXS) to selectively 
increase the poWer for streams needing the loWest amount of 
poWer to increase their index. For example, since the total 
excess transmit poWer PXS from all streams is given by: 

(5) 

[0032] To increase stream i from rate index j to rate index 
j+1 Would require an amount of additional stream transmit 
poWer APB-+11 given by: 

[0033] to be added to the minimum transmit poWer P1)rnin 
already assumed for stream i. For the special case of 
(C/I)i<(])1 the amount of additional stream transmit poWer 
needed to bring the stream to the minimum supported MCR 
Would be given by: 

P11 $1 (7) 

[0034] Finally, at step 513, the encoding rates are adjusted 
for those streams that have had excess poWer allocated to 
them. 

[0035] While the invention has been particularly shoWn 
and described With reference to a particular embodiment, it 
Will be understood by those skilled in the art that various 
changes in form and details may be made therein Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. For 
example, he current description assumes that the AMC 
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levels are discrete, and that the poWer adjustment capability 
is continuous. One of ordinary skill in the art Will realiZe that 
the above description is also applicable to the case Where the 
both the AMC levels and the poWer control steps are discrete 
rather than continuous. Additionally, the above embodi 
ments Were described using a particular MIMO technique. 
One of ordinary skill in the art Will recogniZe that the above 
procedures may be utiliZed With any MIMO transmission 
scheme. It is intended that such changes come Within the 
scope of the folloWing claims. 

1. In a communication system Where multiple data 
streams are transmitted to a single user, a method for 

adaptive modulation/coding and poWer allocation, the 
method comprising the steps of: 

transmitting a ?rst data stream to the user, Wherein the 
?rst data stream has a ?rst encoding rate and a ?rst 
poWer level; 

transmitting a second data stream to the user, Wherein the 
second data stream has a second encoding rate and a 
second poWer level; 

determining an excess poWer for the ?rst data stream, 
Wherein the excess poWer comprises a reduction in 
poWer that the ?rst data stream can undergo While still 
maintaining the ?rst encoding rate; 

reducing the ?rst poWer level for the ?rst data stream 
While maintaining the ?rst encoding rate for the ?rst 
data stream; and 

increasing the second poWer level for the second data 
stream While increasing the second encoding rate for 
the second data stream. 

2. The method of claim 1 Where in the step of transmitting 
the ?rst data stream to the user comprises the step of 
transmitting the ?rst data stream having a ?rst encoding rate 
chosen from a ?nite set of encoding rates. 

3. The method of claim 1 Where in the step of transmitting 
the ?rst data stream to the user comprises the step of 
transmitting the ?rst data stream having a ?rst transmit 
poWer level chosen from a discrete set of poWer levels. 

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of: 

holding a total poWer output substantially constant for the 
user, the total poWer output being a sum of the poWer 
of the ?rst and the second data streams. 

5. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step of transmitting 
the ?rst and the second data streams to the user comprises 
the steps of transmitting the ?rst and the second data streams 
to the user over a same channel resource. 

6. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step of transmitting 
the ?rst and the second data streams to the user comprises 
the steps of transmitting the ?rst and the second data streams 
to the user over a ?rst and a second antenna. 

7. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step of transmitting 
the ?rst and the second data streams using the ?rst and the 
second encoding rates comprises the step of transmitting the 
?rst and the second data streams using QPSK or QAM 
modulation. 

8. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step of transmitting 
the ?rst and the second data streams using the ?rst and the 
second encoding rates comprises the step of transmitting the 
?rst and the second data streams having a ?rst and second 
encoding rates, Wherein the ?rst and the second encoding 
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rates are taken from the group consisting of a channel coding 
rate, a modulation rate, a spreading factor and a repetition 
factor. 

9. In a communication system Where multiple data 
streams are transmitted to a single user, a method for 
adaptive modulation/coding and poWer allocation, the 
method comprising the steps of: 

transmitting a ?rst data stream to the user, Wherein the 
?rst data stream has a ?rst encoding rate and a ?rst 
quality level; 

transmitting a second data stream to the user, Wherein the 
second data stream has a second encoding rate and a 
second quality level; 

determining an eXcess quality for the ?rst data stream, 
Wherein the excess quality comprises a reduction in 
quality that the ?rst data stream can undergo While still 
maintaining the ?rst encoding rate; 

reducing the ?rst quality level for the ?rst data stream 
While maintaining the ?rst encoding rate for the ?rst 
data stream; and 

increasing the second quality level for the second data 
stream While increasing the second encoding rate for 
the second data stream. 

10. The method of claim 9 Wherein the step of transmit 
ting the ?rst and the second data streams to the user 
comprises the steps of transmitting the ?rst and the second 
data streams to the user over a same channel resource. 

11. The method of claim 9 Wherein the step of transmitting 
the ?rst and the second data streams to the user comprises 
the steps of transmitting the ?rst and the second data streams 
to the user over a ?rst and a second antenna. 

12. The method of claim 9 Wherein the step of transmit 
ting the ?rst and the second data streams using the ?rst and 
the second encoding rates comprises the step of transmitting 
the ?rst and the second data streams using QPSK or QAM 
encoding. 

13. The method of claim 9 Wherein the step of transmit 
ting the ?rst and the second data streams using the ?rst and 
the second encoding rates comprises the step of transmitting 
the ?rst and the second data streams having a ?rst and 
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second encoding rates, Wherein the ?rst and the second 
encoding rates are taken from the group consisting of a 
channel coding rate, a modulation rate, a repetition factor 
and a spreading factor. 

14. An apparatus comprising: 

a ?rst transmitter outputting at least a component of a ?rst 
data stream to a user, Wherein the ?rst data stream has 
a ?rst encoding rate and a ?rst poWer level; 

a second transmitter outputting at least a component of a 
second data stream to the user, Wherein the second data 
stream has a second encoding rate and a second poWer 

level; 
a logic unit determining an eXcess poWer for the ?rst data 

stream, Wherein the eXcess poWer comprises a reduc 
tion in poWer that the ?rst data stream can undergo 
While still maintaining the ?rst encoding rate; and 

a poWer distribution unit reducing the ?rst poWer level for 
the ?rst data stream and maintaining the ?rst encoding 
rate for the ?rst data stream While increasing the second 
poWer level for the second data stream and increasing 
the second encoding rate for the second data stream. 

15. The apparatus of claim 14 Where in the ?rst and the 
second encoding rates are chosen from a ?nite set of 
encoding rates. 

16. The apparatus of claim 14 Where in the ?rst and the 
second transmit poWer levels are chosen from a discrete set 
of poWer levels. 

17. The apparatus of claim 14 Wherein the total poWer 
output for the ?rst and the second data streams is held 
substantially constant. 

18. The apparatus of claim 14 Wherein the ?rst and the 
second data streams are transmitted to the user over a same 

channel resource. 

19. The apparatus of claim 14 Wherein the ?rst and the 
second data streams are transmitted to the user using QPSK 
or QAM encoding. 

20. The apparatus of claim 14 Wherein the encoding rates 
are taken from the group consisting of a channel coding rate, 
a modulation rate, a repetition factor and a spreading factor. 

* * * * * 


